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1. 100. phial : the bottle of poison with which Philip was
several times suspected of having removed his opponents or rivals,
and Don John himself.
I.	115. galleys of St. Mark : the Venetian galleys of which there
was a large contingent in Don John's fleet.
II.	122-3. Reference is here made to the fantastic disproportion
found in Babylonian rock-carvings as records of historical events,
where subject or conquered peoples are depicted as only a fraction
of the size of the Babylonian kings.
1. 138. Cervantes, dramatist, novelist and poetr, though ill with
fever, took part in the battle where he lost his left hand. By his
creation of Don Quixote he is said to have " laughed away the
chivalry of Spain,"
VII.  GATES  OF DAMASCUS
A remarkable poem—full of the wonder and colour and mystery
of the East that, very strangely, so well suit our sober English. The
four gates tell their varying tales—one of the desert's grim desola-
tion, another of the sea's romance, the third of the delight of
merchandise, the last of the pilgrimage to Mecca and the pilgrim's
initiation into the deeper meaning of life. In their philosophy is
the calm fatalistic wisdom of Omar and of Solomon ; and their
language is vivid with the burning sun on ship and caravan, on
desert and sea, on tower and minaret. Vocabulary and rhythm
combine in a subtlety of appeal. Cunning internal rhymes
throughout the poem enhance its beauty of sound; and the
repetition, particularly at the end of the poem, has some kinship
with the repetition and parallelism of the Hebrew poetry in the
English Bible.
11. 11-12. Beautiful lines, made more beautiful by thoir atmos-
phere of mystery,
11. 33-38. Notice the peculiarly Eastern figures in these stanxas.
I.	44. magic ring :  aoc the notes to Sale's Koran.
II.	49-00. cp.  Miss   Sackvillo-Wont's  " Mirage "  (included  in
A Second Book of Modern Poetry, Macmillan).
1. f>2. Horns, Hama : towns on the road from Damascus to
Aleppo.
1. 53. filigrane : an earlier (and the French) form of " filigree."
1. 00. Salaam Aleikum \: tho Arabic greeting, " Peace bo upon
you ! "
1. 03. Mihrab ; the prayer-nicho in an Arab moHque.
1. 7(5. o,p. tho Book of OeneHin iii. 8 : u tho voice of the Lord
God walking in tho #nr<len in the cool of the <iay,"

